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1.  Call to Order 

Co-chairman Ziskin called the meeting to order at 0905 h  

2.  Introduction of those Present 

Each of the attendees introduced her/himself.  (See Attachment 1 for the list of attendees.) 

3.  Approval of Agenda 

The agenda was modified to include as Item 7(g), “Response to Dyberg Interpretation Request (Tell),” 

and Item 7(h), “Response to IARC Report (Elder/Swicord). Following a motion by Meltz that was 

seconded by Murphy, the agenda was approved as modified (see Attachment 2).  

4. Approval of the Minutes (9-10 December 2010 Meeting) 

Following a motion by Reilly that was seconded by Gettman, the Minutes of the December 2010 

meeting was approved as presented.  

5. Secretary's Report 

Petersen explained that he will be giving a detailed report at the TC95 Meeting the following day.  He 

showed one slide (Attachment 3) that high-lighted the two SC3/SC4 mutual projects, i.e., PC95.1 and 

PC95.1-2345.   

6. Chairman’s Reports 

Ziskin reported that the Editorial WG met twice since the December SC3/SC4 meeting and expects to 

meet again in July.  He then reviewed the action items from the last meeting (see Attachment 4). 

a) Item 1: “Investigate whether or not statements addressing implanted devices should be incorporated 

into the revision and, if so, how should they be addressed.”  

DeFrank reported that the Implanted Device (ID) ad hoc had several teleconferences since the last 

meeting but have not yet reached a consensus.  They will continue to explore the issue.  Kavet said 

that he has relevant information and will work with the ID ad hoc.   

(Item 1 – ongoing.)
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ACTION ITEM 1 

Kavet will provide relevant information on implanted devices and participate on the implanted 

device ad hoc.  

b) Item 2: “Draft response to interpretation request regarding action levels, controlled environment 

application (one or two tiers) for SC4 ballot.”  

Tell reported that the response was sent in January. 

(Item 2 – closed.)  

c) Item 3: “Ad hoc: Augment text to state/describe the safety factors associated with limits on localized 

exposure—Item 21, D2.1 Comment Matrix (15 November 2010).” (See Attachment 5.) 

Ziskin explained that this issue has been discussed for several years. The intent is to re-examine the 

threshold values in terms of T, with appropriate safety factors, but it is still premature to do so.  

The ad hoc will continue its discussions. 

(Item 3 – ongoing.) 

d) Item 4: “Ad hoc: Revaluate SAR “threshold” data in terms of how the safety factor is defined and 

suggest appropriate changes to either accommodate the present definition or create a new 

definition—Item 47, D2.1 Comment Matrix (15 November 2010).” (See Attachment 5.) 

Ziskin reviewed the issue raised by Tell regarding safety factors at millimeterwave frequencies.  

Specifically, when the safety factors of 10 and 50 are applied to the upper and lower tier ERLs, 

respectively, it would suggest that the apparent hazard threshold for the lower tier is higher than that 

for the upper tier. Ziskin explained that the process is to establish a hazard threshold based on the 

biological data then apply the appropriate safety factors based on the biological data, uncertainty, 

etc.  The only constraint is the safety factors should never be less then unity for either tier.  The 

safety factors of 10 and 50, which apply in the resonance region, would not necessarily be applicable 

in other regions.  Tell reiterated his point that if you calculate the hazard threshold from the ERLs, 

the safety factors are no longer 10 and 50; it should be made explicit that these values do not apply 

at millimeterwave frequencies.   

Reilly pointed out that in the C95.6 standard it was not assumed that the public is more sensitive 

than the worker.  A level was found corresponding to the median value at which the aversion 

response occurs in people. The limits are based on 1 and 50% probability factors with a safety factor 

of 3 added for the lower tier. He said this is a different philosophy than that used at higher 

frequencies and suggested that the level at which a predetermined percentage of the population is 

effected should be considered, i.e., a probabilistic determination.  Kavet reminded everyone that the 

interaction mechanisms at low and high frequencies are completely different and the safety factor 

would not be expected to be the same.  Tell suggested that the Editorial WG should address this 

issue and if necessary explain in the standard the specific safety factors of 10 and 50 do not apply at 

millimeterwave frequencies.   

ACTION ITEM 2: 

The Editorial WG will address the issue of safety factor at millimeterwave frequencies, i.e., 

explain why the factor of 10 and 50 do not apply. 

7. Issues on Merging of C95.1 and C95.6 

a) Literature surveillance and review/evaluation  

Elder reported that the list if papers included in the literature surveillance database is available 

online at http://www.ieee-emf.com/. He noted that currently the database contains more than 5000 

citations; more than 100 additional citations have been added since the December meeting. He 

http://www.ieee-emf.com/
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thanked Ziskin, Bushberg and Chou for helping him obtain several of the papers.  He noted that 

there has been little activity with the evaluations—the intent is to wait until the normative sections 

of the revision are stabilized.  Elder noted that papers in the database are available only to those 

who are doing the evaluations/reviews. Bodemann pointed out that WHO will cut back on activity 

maintaining the database on its servers because of the expense.  They will, however, provide links 

to other databases.    

b) Report from Editorial Committee – status of the merging work 

Chou reviewed slides from the presentation he will be giving at the BEMS meeting (see 

Attachment 6).  He noted that originally the presentation was scheduled as a poster paper but 

recently he was invited to present the paper at the plenary session on exposure standards Thursday 

(16 June) morning. He will focus on changes in terminology (slide 29), e.g., safety limits become 

exposure limits, etc., and the reasons why the changes are necessary.  He will also discuss practical 

issues such as the misperception of a bright line between safe and unsafe.  Murphy questioned the 

use of the term “adverse health effect” pointing out that while work stoppage is considered an 

adverse effect, is it an adverse health effect? Chou explained that this has been argued for years and 

the consensus remains that “health” should be included. Meltz suggested “potential adverse health 

effect.”  

c) Report from Induction Modeling Task Group 

Kavet reported that the Hirata paper on detailed realistic anatomical models has been published and 

is now citable should SC3 decide to use a more sophisticated model.  Reilly noted that development 

of these and other models was underway during development of C95.6.  The issue at the time was 

each model produced different results and the subcommittee decided to stay with a simple model.  

New models are much more sophisticated which raises the question – should the new more 

sophisticated models be used to re-calculate the DRLs and ERLs?  Kavet concluded that the ERLs 

seem to be consistent, i.e., the ellipsoid was a reasonable model.  Reilly recommended using the 

ellipsoid for this revision and, perhaps, using a more sophisticated model in the future.    

d) Update on NATO standard 

Klauenberg reviewed the status of PC95.1-2345. A revised draft was recently sent to the Editorial 

WG.  He proposed reviewing the sections on high peak-power pulses—the reason is that the EU 

Directive, which will be based on the ICNIRP Guidelines and will be applicable in all EU 

countries, will address this issue. He noted that the military, however, has applied for a waiver to 

the Directive and is now awaiting a decision. If a military standard is in place, it will take 

precedence over the EU Directive in all EU nations. In response to a question from Tell, 

Klauenberg explained it is not necessary to minimize the exposure in controlled/restricted 

locations—adverse effects are not expected for exposures at the upper tier ERLs.  He said that the 

definitions in PC95.1 and PC95.1-2345 are now being reviewed for consistency.  

e) BEMS EMF Exposure Standard Session 

Thansandote reported that a plenary session on exposure standards will be held Thursday (16 June) 

morning where the following three papers will be presented: “IEEE ICES perspectives on safety 

factors, exposure limit setting and terminology changes” (C-K Chou; “An independent view on 

safety factors, terminology and exposure limit setting” (Andrew Wood); and “ICNIRP perspectives 

on safety factors, terminology and exposure limit setting” (Bernard Veyret). The focus will be on 

differences, safety factors, rationale and terminology.  

f) BRs and RLs of C95.6 (2002/07) and ICNIRP (2010) 

Kavet reviewed a series of slides prepared by Dovan that addresses differences between the C95.6 

standard and the ICNIRP guidelines (see Attachment 7). He noted that there seems to be a conflict 

between the ICNIRP limits and the C95.6 values, e.g., both are based on the same rationale but the 

ICNIRP DRLs are higher than those in the C95.6 standard but the ERLs are in the opposite 
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direction.  Reilly pointed out that the C95.6 values are based on pain, with an appropriate safety 

factor while the ICNIRP values are based on perception and the differences are not unexpected.   

g) Response to Dyberg interpretation request 

Ziskin briefly reviewed the response to the Dyberg interpretation request. He showed a slide that 

explains the configuration of the site in question (see Attachment8) and pointed out that the request 

could be interpreted in different ways.  He explained that the question was confusing, e.g., what 

exactly does “outside the fence” mean?  Initially the question was interpreted as meaning outside 

the outer fence but it could also mean the fence surrounding the source.  In that case, could people 

between the two fences be considered members of the general public?  Reilly suggested that the 

only fence to consider is the outer fence outside of which the lower tier MPEs should apply.  He 

pointed out that 19 people agreed with this interpretation at the December 2010 meeting while 6 

disagreed.  The results of the ballot carried out following the meeting supported the upper tier as the 

appropriate limits (24 in favor, 2 against and 2 abstentions) provided a safety program was in place.  

Reilly pointed out that the argument proposed with the ballot relied on ambiguous language in 

C95.1-2005 that could be interpreted as meaning there is only one set of MPEs – those of the upper 

tier.  The lower tier is an action level. He said that this issue has come up several times but the 

consensus is that C95.1-2005 is a two-tier standard and this should be made explicit in the revision. 

Tell argued that the statements in the in the response to the interpretation request (see Attachment 

9) “…correct limits to use for workers or the general public affected by the Safety Program is the 

upper tier…” and “In the question posed in item 4 of the request… the answer depends on whether 

the company RF safety program applies beyond the fence…” explain exactly where and to whom 

the safety program applies.  Klauenberg reviewed the request as presented in Attachment 8 and 

pointed out that key is the word “unaware.” (item 3).  The general public in uncontrolled locations 

is considered “unaware,” and, therefore, the lower tier applies.  He said that he has not seen any 

convincing argument that would change his opinion – 1 mW/cm2 is the appropriate MPE.  Curtis 

agreed – awareness implies that there is a choice to avoid exposure.   

Ziskin raised the question of who is considered the general public.  For example, if a safety 

program is in place that includes informing visitors, are informed visitors considered “general 

public”?  Meltz agreed that while the public should be made aware, the company does not have the 

right to produce fields that exceed the lower tier limits outside of their property, i.e., the outer 

fence.  Kavet noted that usually when a visitor enters a controlled area, they are provided with 

information, protection, etc.  Ziskin again asked “how does an RF safety program impact visitors?”  

Chou pointed out that the change in terminology from controlled and uncontrolled environments to 

persons permitted in restricted environments and general public in unrestricted environments, 

respectively, should help clarify the issue.  

Reilly suggested preparation of an addendum to the response in order to clarify the initial response, 

e.g., make it clear that unless a person is made aware, they are subject to the lower tier.  Brooker 

pointed out that because of the obvious misunderstanding of the question, until there is some 

agreement, he would not advise re-responding.  The question appears simple, the scenario appears 

simple, but with all the disagreement amongst the committee members the original response is 

inappropriate.  

Ziskin proposed to provide an addendum to the original response and, if necessary, conduct an SC4 

letter ballot to obtain consensus and submit the addendum to Dyberg.  He proposed a statement that 

could be used as a starting point for the addendum (see Attachment 10).  He called for volunteers to 

form an ad hoc to prepare the addendum. 

ACTION ITEM 3: 

Klauenberg, Reilly, Tell and Ziskin will prepare an addendum to the original response to the 

Dyberg interpretation request. It should be no more than a simple clarification.    

Brooker pointed out that this is an important issue that should be illustrated by way of an example 
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in the revision of C95.7-2005.   

h) Response to IARC Report 

Elder asked if the IARC decision will have any impact on the revision of C95.1 and, if not, can 

TC95 come up with a short statement explaining why not?  Chou noted that ICNIRP prepared a 

short statement on the Interphone Study concluding that the study had no impact.  Reilly noted such 

statements should be a function of COMAR, not ICES. Chou agreed in principle but pointed out 

that the statement concerns the impact of the IARC decision on the C95 standards, therefore the 

statement should come from ICES. Ziskin reminded everyone of past attempts to address 

controversial subjects that are in the public eye—it’s an uphill battle.   

The following motion was made by Meltz and seconded by Swicord.    

MOTION 1: 

Prepare a statement to the effect that ICES bases its standards on established effects.  There 

is insufficient evidence that RF energy causes any adverse health effect beyond that used to 

establish its current standard. 

In response to a question from Ziskin regarding the intended audience, Meltz responded that it 

depends on whether or not ICES decides to be pro-active.  Bodemann spoke against the motion 

pointing out that some of the epidemiology studies have not been completed—it would be 

premature to issue a statement at this point.  Klauenberg agreed with Bodemann, adding that ICES 

has not responded to statements that have been coming out regularly that are similar to the IARC 

statement—the issue should be addressed within the standards.  Chou suggested that if a statement 

is prepared it should be posted on the ICES website.  Tell spoke in favor of the motion pointing out 

that it is important to have a prepared statement in hand that addresses established effects.  Reilly 

said that he would have to abstain, at least until the IARC Report is published next year. 

Klauenberg agreed adding that while it would be inappropriate to publish a statement before the 

data is available, he could support something in line with an opinion paper.  Chou pointed out that 

IARC Group 2B means that exposure to RF energy may be carcinogenic to humans, which means 

that the effects are possible—ICES does not base its standards on possible effects.  Meltz pointed 

out that the purpose of the motion is to draft a statement to have in hand should questions arise.  

The question was called and the motion passed.  

There was no further discussion on the statement and no action.  

8. Other New Business 

a) Reilly brought up a general problem with merging C95.1 and C95.6 that has to be addressed. 

Specifically, the use of the term “recommendations” throughout C95.1 lowers the stature of the 

standard – it almost appears that it would be more suitable as a recommended practice. The concept of 

“limits” appears to have been removed.  He recommended that where appropriate throughout the 

document, “recommendations” should be replaced with “limits.”  He said that he realizes the reason 

for softening the standard was political but this is a science-based standard—softening the language 

doesn’t make sense. He said that another issue is “shall” was changed to “should” and “may” in many 

instances.  This too is inappropriate and he suggested searching for “recommendations” and “may” 

and “should” throughout the document and replacing each with “limits” and “shall,” respectively, 

where appropriate.  Curtis pointed out that the concern is adoption of the standard by various 

organizations.  If the suggested changes are made, it may lower the chances of adoption.  

Klauenberg pointed out that the Editorial WG should look very carefully of the definition of “limits.” 

Brooker pointed out another issue with using “limits” throughout.  Specifically, DRLs and ERLs 

cannot both be limits and he opposes using the term “limits” for both.  DRLs are the limits and the 

terminology should be changed, i.e., “dosimetric reference level” should be changed to “dosimetric 

reference limit.”  

In response to a question of what would be wrong with publishing C95.1 as a recommended practice 
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instead of a standard, Gettman pointed out one disadvantage—it would weaken the possibility of 

adoption by a government agency. The following motion was made by Reilly and seconded by 

Bodemann. 

Motion 2: 

Move that we give guidance to EWG to consider replacing, within the normative sections, 

“recommendations” with another term that implies limits for compliance assessment. 

The motion passed with 2 abstentions. 

b) Tell gave a brief presentation relevant to safety factors (see Attachment 11).  He reviewed the SAR 

limits for patients undergoing MRI as specified in IEC 60601-2-33.  These SAR limits would indicate 

that the DRLs in C95.1 may be too conservative (slides 3 and 4). Ziskin noted that the C95.1 standard 

applies to the MRI operators—the DRLs recommended by IEC apply to patients undergoing medical 

treatment. Klauenberg agreed, adding that MRI patients may undergo MRI examinations a few times 

in their lifetime while the MRI technicians are exposed multiple times daily.  Brooker pointed out that 

the crucial issue is concern for the physicians that have to operate on a patient undergoing MRI 

examination—their exposures must comply with the ICNIRP or C95.1 limits. In response to a question 

from Klauenberg, Ziskin pointed out that while the situation may seem different in the EU, in many 

instances they are similar.  Tell explained that the reason he is showing the slides is to demonstrate that 

there is a history of human exposures at SARs greater than the DRLs in the C95.1 standard.  Perhaps 

these data may supplement the animal data that the C95.1 DRLs are based on, i.e., valid human data 

may be available in the MRI literature.   

Ziskin offered to look into the issue but asked for someone else to chair an ad hoc if one is necessary.  

Gettman suggested establishing a liaison with the Maintenance Team (MT40) of IEC TC62B and 

offered to help set it up. Bodemann offered to establish a contact with MT40.  

ACTION ITEM 4: 

Bodemann will contact the chairman of IEC TC62B MT40 (Georg Frese) to discuss a possible 

liaison with TC95.   

9. Date and Place of Next Meeting  

Ziskin reported that the June 2012 meeting will be held June 14-16 in conjunction with the BEMS 

Meeting in Brisbane, AU.   

A venue for the December meeting has not yet been decided.  Several possibilities are San Luis Obispo 

(Pismo Beach), CA, La Jolla, CA, Plantation, FL, and Palo Alto, CA.  The meeting in La Jolla would be 

in conjunction with the Directed Energy Conference; the meeting in Plantation FL, would be hosted by 

Motorola; the meeting in Palo Alto, CA would be hosted by EPRI.  The venue of the December 2012 

meeting will be discussed further at the TC95 meeting.    

10. Adjourn  

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 1403 h. 
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Motions from the June 2011 TC95/SC3/SC4 

 

 Motion Moved/Seconded Results 

1.  Prepare a statement to the effect that ICES 

bases its standards on established effects.  

There is insufficient evidence that RF energy 

causes any adverse health effect beyond that 

used to establish its current standard.  

Meltz/Swicord Yes = 10

 No = 7 

 Abs = 5 

 

2.  Move that we give guidance to EWG to 

consider replacing, within the normative 

sections, “recommendations” with another 

term that implies limits for compliance 

assessment. 

Reilly/Bodemann Unanimous 

(2 Abstentions) 

 

 

 

Action Items from the June 2011 TC95/SC3/SC4 Meeting 

 

 Action Date due: Status 

1. . Kavet will provide relevant information on implanted 

devices and participate on the implanted device ad hoc. 

Next EWG 

meeting 

(July) 

 

2.  The Editorial WG will address the issue of safety factor at 

millimeterwave frequencies, i.e., explain why the factor of 

10 and 50 do not apply. 

July and 

November 

EWG 

meetings 

 

3.  Klauenberg, Reilly, Tell and Ziskin will prepare an 

addendum to the original response to the Dyberg 

interpretation request. It should be no more than a simple 

clarification. 

1 August 

2011 

 

4.  Bodemann will contact the chairman of IEC TC62B MT40 

(Georg Frese) to discuss a possible liaison with TC95.   

1 August 

2011 
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Attendance List 

TC95/SC3/SC4-Meeting—10 June, 2011 

Halifax, Nova Scotia 
 

 Last Name First Name Affiliation Country 

1.  Bodemann Ralf Siemens AG DE 

2.  Brooker Ian Tyco Fire and Security IE 

3.  Choi Dong-geun  KR 

4.  Chou C.K. Motorola Solutions, Inc. US 

5.  Cleveland Robert EMF Consulting US 

6.  Colville Frank U S Army CHPPM US 

7.  Cotton David Sitesafe Inc US 

8.  Croft Rodney School of Psychology AU 

9.  Curtis Robert Curtis Engineering and Management US 

10.  DeFrank John US Army CHPPM US 

11.  Elder Joe Independent Consultant US 

12.  Gallant Josette Industry Canada CA 

13.  Gerd Friedrich External Telecommuncations DE 

14.  Gettman Ken National Electrical Manufacturers Assoc. US 

15.  Haes, Jr. Donald BAE Systems US 

16.  Kavet Robert EPRI US 

17.  Klauenberg B. Jon USAF US 

18.  Kong Sung-sik  KR 

19.  McKenzie Ray Telstra Chief Technology Office AU 

20.  Meltz Martin Retired US 

21.  Menard Francois  Industry Canada CA 

22.  Miyagi Hiroaki Japan NUS Co., Ltd JP 

23.  Murphy Michael USAF US 

24.  Petersen Ronald R C Petersen Associates US 

25.  Reilly J. Patrick Metatec Associates US 
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 Last Name First Name Affiliation Country 

26.  Roberts Brad US Army  CHPPM US 

27.  Tell Richard Richard Tell Assoc. Inc. US 

28.  Testagrossa Paul Alcatel-Lucent US 

29.  Thansandote Art Health Canada CA 

30.  Toropainen Annsi Nokia Corporation FI 

31.  Woolery Joan IEEE Standards US 

32.  Ziskin, MD Marvin Temple Univ. Medical School US 
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and  
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3 kHz to 300 GHz  

Great Hall Room (3rd Floor), University Club, Dalhousie University 

6249 South St, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada* 

10 June 2011 (Friday): 0900 – 1630 h  

 
 

1. Call to Order Ziskin  

2. Introduction of those Present  All 

3. Approval of Agenda  Ziskin 

4. Approval of the Minutes (9-10 December 2010 Meeting)  Ziskin 

5. Secretary's Report Petersen 

6. Chairmen's Reports  SC3/SC4 Co-chairs 

7. Issues on Merging of C95.1 and C95.6 Ziskin 

a) Literature surveillance and review/evaluation  Elder 

b) Report from Editorial Committee – status of the merging work Chou 

c) Report from Induction Modeling Task Group TBD 

d) Update on NATO standard Klauenberg 

e) BEMS EMF Exposure Standard Session Thansandote 

f) BRs and RLs of C95.6 (2002/07) and ICNIRP (2010) Kavet 

g) Response to Dyberg interpretation request Tel 

h) Response to IARC Report  Elder/Swicord 

8. Other New Business Ziskin 

9. Date and Place of Next Meeting  Ziskin 

10. Adjourn  
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Halifax Nova Scotia 
11 June 2011 

Slide 1 

IEEE ICES 

New Project Authorization Requests (PARs) 
 

 PC95.1: (Standard for Safety Levels with Respect to Human 
 Exposure to Electric, Magnetic and Electromagnetic Fields, 0 Hz 
 to 300 GHz) 

 

 PAR approved June 2010 
 Revision and merge of C95.1 and C95.6 into a single standard 

  

 PC95.1-2345: (Standard for the Evaluation and Control of 
 Personnel Exposure to Electric, Magnetic and Electromagnetic 
 Fields, 0 Hz to 300 GHz) 

 

 PAR approved September 2009 
 Civil standard for consideration as NATO STANAG 2345 replacement  
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Action Items Arising from the 9-10 December 2010 SC3/SC4 Meetings 

 

 Action Assigned to: Date Due Status 

1.  Ad hoc: Investigate whether or not 

statements addressing implanted devices 

should be incorporated into revision and if 

so, how should they be addressed? 

DeFrank, 

Curtis, Kuster, 

Needy, Tell 

1 June 2011  Ongoing 

2.  Draft response to interpretation request 

regarding action levels, controlled 

environment application (one or two tiers) 

for SC4 ballot, 

Tell 1 Jan 2011 Closed 

3.  Ad hoc: Augment text to state/describe the 

safety factors associated with limits on 

localized exposure—Item 21, D2.1 

Comment Matrix (15 November 2010). 

Ziskin, Chou, 

Thansandote 

15 Feb 2011 Ongoing 

4.  Ad hoc: Revaluate SAR “threshold” data 

in terms of how the safety factor is defined 

and suggest appropriate changes to either 

accommodate the present definition or 

create a new definition—Item 47, D2.1 

Comment Matrix (15 November 2010). 

Tell, Bushberg, 

Swicord 

15 Feb 2011 Ongoing 

5.  Add gridlines to Figure 3 and Figure 4— 

Item 79, D2.1 Comment Matrix (15 

November 2010).  

Testagrossa 15 Feb 2011 Completed 

6.  Ad hoc: Resolve issue of touch current in 

subclause 4.2.3 of Draft 2.2 (yellow 

highlighted paragraphs beginning at line 

1124 and ending at 1163). 

Tell, Hatfield, 

Klauenberg, 

Needy 

15 Feb 2011 Ongoing 

7.  Redraft subclause 4.6 to make the 

application of safety factors consistent 

between localized exposures that may 

occur in controlled environments vs. 

unrestricted environments— Item 81, D2.1 

Comment Matrix (15 November 2010). 

Ziskin, 

Bushberg, 

Chou, 

Thansandote 

15 Feb 2011 Ongoing 
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Action Items Arising from 12/09/2010 COMAR Meeting 

 

 Action Assigned to: Date Due Status 

1.  Tell will send request to all who are 

currently listed as COMAR members 

asking for affirmation of continued 

membership.  Those who agree to remain 

active will be assigned a term length of 1, 

2, or 3 years depending on past level of 

activity.   

Tell 1 Jan 2011  Closed 

2.  Ad hoc: Investigate how COMAR should 

move to form a COMAR Information 

Center. 

Meltz, Erdreich 1 April 

2011 

Open 
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COMMENT FORM 
 

Title of Document: PC95.1/D2.1, Draft Standard for Safety Levels with Respect to Exposure to Electric, 

Magnetic and Electromagnetic Fields, 0 Hz to 300 GHz; Draft 2.1, July 2010 

 

Date:  15 November 2010 

 

Comments and Resolution 

 

 Submitted by 

[Name] 

Text Reference 

Location 

[Line number] 

Technical (T) 

or 

Editorial (E) 

Comment –Rationale 

or 

Error 

Proposed Change: 

 

Resolution of 

Comment by 

SC3/SC4 WG 

1.  Duvdevany General T General public This term is commonly used, 

and adopted by ICNIRP and 

authorities 

Accepted 

(partially) 

2.  Testagrossa General E Switch from BR/MPE to 

DRL/ERL 

Sorry if I missed the 

discussion/reasoning behind this 

change – would it be beneficial 

to include something in an 

appendix regarding rationale in 

using these new terms? 

Accepted – 

Annex A 

3.  Gallant/Nappert 55 E Health was removed in adverse 

effects in human. The previous 

version stated 'adverse health 

effects'.  The motion to remove 

health did not pass in Seoul. 

Therefore, health should remain. 

Change phrase to: 

'Recommendations are made to 

protect against established 

adverse health effects in...' 

Accepted  
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4.  Duvdevany 62 T "Whole-body heating" - means 

that scope is limited to whole 

body heating 

Body heating Not accepted 

(localized 

heating is 

included) 

5.  Tell 113 E/T Date of 2003 needs to be brought 

up to date. 

Revise date to be as current as 

feasible relative to review of 

literature. 

Accepted 

(literature 

review and 

evaluation not 

complete) 

6.  Smit 125 E Error B48 must be B49 

B47 must be B48 

Accepted 

7.  Smit 126 E Error B49 must be B50 Accepted 

8.  Smit 128 E Error B44 must be B45 Accepted 

9.  Smit 131 E Comment Missing reference for  US 

National Institute 

Not accepted 

(single 

reference- 

NIEHS, NTP) 

10.  Smit 133 E Error B f S must be BfS Accepted 

11.  Smit 134 E Error B43 must be B47 Accepted 

12.  Weller 138 E Word mis-spelled (de minimus is 

incorrect) 

De minimis Accepted 

13.  Smit 150 E Comment Low level sounds  vague. 

Maybe add below DRLs  

Accepted 

14.  Testagrossa 156 E emphasize “living” std philosophy Consistent with the scope & 

purpose of this standard, t 

Subcommittees continue to 

evaluate new research on short-

Accepted 
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term effects and modeling.  

15.  Testagrossa 164 E Institutional RB for the Use of 

Human Subjects  - this is a 

general term/reference 

Perhaps providing a footnote 

with an example? US DHHS 

OHRP 

Accepted 

(Chou to 

provide) 

16.  Testagrossa Page 4 – 

footnote 3 

E “…while limited epidemiological 

evidence exists for an association 

of residential magnetic fields with 

childhood leukemia …” 

while limited epidemiological 

evidence exists for  a potential  

association of residential 

magnetic fields with childhood 

leukemia  

Not accepted 

(“potential” is 

incorrect)  

 

17.  Tell 172 E The text implies that it is only in 

electric fields that spark 

discharges may occur.  This 

should be corrected to include the 

presence of magnetic fields.  

Electric and magnetic fields 

substantially less than the lower 

tier limits can lead to significant 

“spark discharge” and RF burns.  

Recommend deleting “…in the 

controlled environment.” 

Revise sentence to: “…within 

electric and magnetic fields.” 

Accepted 

18.  Tell 177 NOTE E 12th line of NOTE has extra word 

“to” that should be removed. 

Remove “to” at end of present 

12th line in NOTE. 

Accepted 

19.  Testagrossa 203-205 E The limits in this standard are 

intended to protect against 

adverse health effects and may 

not prevent such sensations or 

against spot burns and startle 

reactions associated with contact 

with energized conductive 

structures.  

Should some portion of this 

statement be included in the 

“Scope”? 

 

(Insert as footnote) 

TBD 
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20.  Gallant/Nappert Clause 3.1 

Definitions 

253 

General The use of different terms for 

similar definitions (e.g. lower 

tiers, action levels) throughout the 

standard can be confusing for the 

user of the standard. 

Limit the use of different terms 

when possible. 

Accepted 

21.  Tell 229 T There is no explanation of the 

safety factor for ERLs for 

localized exposure.  The 

presumption is that the Fs would 

be the same as that for whole 

body exposure, i.e., 10 for upper 

tier and 50 for lower tier 

exposure. 

Text should be augmented to 

state the safety factors 

associated with limits on 

localized exposure. 

TBD 

22.  Smit 254 E Error RF safety: leave RF or change 

rule 608 

Accepted 

23.  Duvdevany 313 E environment Exposure environment Accepted 

24.  Tell 313 E This definition refers to the 

definition for “environment”.  

There is no definition for 

environment. 

Revise reference to “see 

exposure environment”. 

Accepted 

25.  DeFrank 313 E controlled environment: (See 

environment.) 

controlled environment: (See 

exposure environment.) 

Accepted 

26.  Karabetsos  333- 334 E The term basic restriction is not 

previously mentioned 

in the text 

The term basic restriction should 

be defined or analyzed more 

here or somewhere earlier in the 

text  

Accepted 

(partially – 

referred to in 

the 

definitions) 

27.  Gallant/Nappert 333 T DRL for SAR is limited to a 

frequency range up to 3 GHz.  In 

ICNIRP, it is limited to 10 GHz. 

What is the rationale to limit the 

SAR frequency range to 3 GHz? 

Considered 

(to be 
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In certain national guidelines,  the 

frequency range for SAR is up to 

6 GHz.  

explained in 

the Annexes)  

28.  Karabetsos  350 E The word ordnance is wrong Correction or deletion of this 

word  

Accepted 

(deleted –  

“ordnance” 

should 

probably 

remain in  

PC95.1-2345) 

29.  Smit 355 E/T Comment  Add comment: 

(In order not to perturb the field) 

Accepted 

30.  Weller 356-361 E Definition seems poorly written. An electromagnetic wave having 

power density equal in 

magnitude to the power density 

of a equivalent plane wave 

having the same electric (E) or 

magnetic (H) field strength.  

(May need more work.) 

Accepted  

31.  Smit 358 T Error or magnetic field, must be and 

magnetic field.  

Accepted 

32.  Tell 384 T Definition of “exposure” does not 

include “open circuit voltage” 

which is the principal source for 

RF burns. 

Revise statement as follows:  

“…induced and contact currents 

or open circuit voltages other 

than…” 

Not accepted 

(need 

explanation) 

33.  Tell 387 T The present definition is 

unnecessarily lengthy and 

potentially inconsistent. 

Revise definition to:  “An area 

that is accessible to those who 

are appropriately informed and 

knowledgeable about the 

potential for exposure and 

Accepted 

(partially) 
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associated adverse effects and 

can control their exposure to not 

exceed the upper tier of 

exposure limits. 

NOTE-Access to controlled 

exposure environments is 

usually associated with persons 

performing an occupational task 

but may also be associated with 

members of the general public 

(see "general public"). 

34.  DeFrank 414 E general public:…. (See also: 

controlled environment. 

general public:…. (See also: 

exposure environment.) 

Accepted 

35.  Karabetsos  415 & 313 E & T The text : (See also controlled 

environment, is wrong, irrelevant 

and misleading. Even if someone 

looks at the term controlled 

environment in line 313, he is 

redirected to the term 

environment which does not exist 

at all in the definitions  

Delete  (See also controlled 

environment in line 415 

and provide proper definition of 

this term in line 313 

Accepted  

36.  Weller 418 E Recognition of interference to 

electronic medical devices is 

contrary to 63-64 

Eliminate Accepted 

37.  Weller 443 E The definition should clarify that 

values below the let-go current do 

not result in involuntary 

contraction.   

Replace “at which” with “above 

which” 

Accepted 

38.  Tell 454 T The definition states that the 

lower tier exposure limits 

recognize uncertainties in 

Delete clause “uncertainties in 

exposure assessment” to make 

more consistent with statement 

Accepted 
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exposure assessment.  This 

implies that the upper tier does 

not make such recognition. 

on line 139. 

39.  Smit 462 E Comment Change to: Low level EM-fields Accepted 

(partially) 

40.  Weller 467-469 T In air and simple media, B and H 

are simply related.  This should be 

stated. 

Add:  In air and simple (non-

magnetizable) media, B and H 

are related by B = μH, where mu 

is the permeability of the 

medium.   

Accepted 

41.  Bassen 499 T,E Error  The radiating near field region 

extends out to a distance from 

the antenna equal to 2 a2/ λ,  

where  λ is the wavelength, and 

a  is the largest linear dimension 

of the antenna [B23].  

Accepted 

42.  Weller 534 T Formula is incorrect. For a plane wave, the magnitude 

of the power density is given by 

2
2E

S EH H 


    

Accepted 

43.  Smit 536 T Comment Change to: 120 ≈377 ohms Accepted 

44.  Smit 566 E Comment  Add and: and can be the 

source… 

Accepted 

45.  Tell 566 T There is no definition for „RF 

burn”.   

Include new definition for RF 

burn.  Suggest:  “An event that 

occurs when contact is made 

with a 

conductor, most often immersed 

Accepted 

(partially – 

added 

definition) 
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in an RF electromagnetic field, 

that results in immediate and 

painful heating of tissue most 

commonly commensurate with 

visible skin damage and an 

involuntary reaction to withdraw 

from contact.” 

46.  Smit 567 E Comment Remove highly Accepted 

47.  Tell 591 T The term safety factor is difficult 

to apply to RF heating effect data.  

It is far easier to apply to shock 

effects.  The present definition is 

derived from shock effect data, 

NOT RF heating data.  See 

definition of “probability factor” 

(see line 539). 

SC3/4 needs to reevaluate the 

SAR “threshold” data in terms 

of how the safety factor is 

defined and make appropriate 

changes to either accommodate 

the present definition or create a 

new definition. 

TBD 

48.  Testagrossa 592 E “…provides for the protection of 

exceptionally sensitive 

individuals, uncertainties 

concerning ..” 

This statement suggest that we 

are recognizing the validity of 

EHS .. 

Accepted 

(partially; 

definition re-

writen) 

49.  Karabetsos  594 T & E The uncertainties due to the 

variability of the environmental 

conditions are not mentioned here 

These uncertainties should be 

added  

OK 

50.  Duvdevany 610 T "to protect against exposure that 

exceeds the adverse effects limit" 

- means that upper tier values can 

be exceeded (relieving comparing 

to the former version, which uses 

the "upper tier" values)   

"Upper tier" instead of "adverse 

effects limit". 

If the SC wishes to relieve - 

"adverse effects exposure level" 

instead of the above 

Accepted 

51.  Smit 611 E Comment Add ): (See: Lower tier) Accepted 
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(deleted 

parenthesis) 

52.  Weller 621-623 T Definition is incorrect.  The sum 

of the squares is not the same as 

the square of the sums.   

For frequencies from 0.1 MHz 

to 3 GHz, the rms values of the 

squares of the electric or 

magnetic field strength, or for 

frequencies exceeding 300 MHz, 

the plane wave equivalent power 

density, are averaged over an 

area equivalent to the projected 

cross section of the human body  

 

Check with 

Weller 

53.  Weller 625-627 T Limits or formula seems 

impractical.  At 3 GHz, the 

formula leads to an averaging area 

of 10,000 sq cm, or 3.16 sq. m.  

This is MUCH larger than the 

area of the human body.  The 

averaging area should not be 

larger than the human body.   

 Not Accepted 

(Area is 1 m
2
) 

54.  Weller 643 E Cubic meters is not correctly 

expressed in equation. 

3m  Accepted 

55.  Smit 646 E Comment Leave mass, density is defined 

as mass per unit volume. 

Accepted 

56.  Weller 677 E “adverse change” is undefined. Change to “adverse effect” Accepted 

(adverse 

health effect.) 

57.  Weller 706-707 E “cross section” needs to be 

refined.  Exposure across the 

knees would be a cross-section of 

Perhaps add “sagittal” to cross 

section. 

Accepted 

(partially – 

definition re-
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the body, but not the whole body. written) 

58.  Smit Page 22 section 

3.4 

E Comment  Add:  C: coulomb  

(and change rule 787 to C) 

 

S: Siemens A/V 

H: Henry (Ω.s) 

T: Tesla 

Ω: ohm 

G : Gauss 

TBD 

(Necessary?) 

59.  Smit 775 & 776 E Error Using Twice the symbol H. 

Chang rule 775 to hper 

Accepted 

60.  Weller 820 E 0 Hz is inconsistent with 0 kHz.  

See 822, 830, etc. 

Change to 0 kHz. Not accepted 

(0 Hz is 

correct) 

61.  Gallant/Nappert 848 T Frequency range for these DRLs 

is supposed to be from 0 to 5 

MHz.  However, the Table only 

covers 1 frequency per tissue.  

How would the user apply these 

limits for instance in the case of 

compliance assessment. 

Partially 

accepted  

(Table 1 is not 

for 

compliance 

assessment.) 

62.  Smit 848 E Comment Exposed tissue: print it bold Accepted 

63.  Karabetsos  860 T The term General Public should 

be kept 

The term General Public should 

be kept 

Accepted 

64.  Tell 860 T JPR‟s concern is driven by the 

difference in bioeffects of shock 

and heating. 

This needs to be discussed to 

arrive at a consistent way of 

explaining “lower tier” and 

“upper tier”. 

Accepted 
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65.  Gallant/Nappert Table 1 

Note 2 

860 

E I agree with the following note.  

The term action item is not very 

intuitive.  Also, there are too 

many terms with the same 

definition. Note 2. I have great 

difficulties with accepting the 

term “Action Levels” instead of 

“General Public.” At the last 

editorial meeting at NEMA, there 

was a consensus to keep General 

Public – not Action Levels. If 

necessary, we may need to revisit 

this issue in the next editorial 

meeting.]  

May want to verify if Action 

Level is used in standard and 

revise accordingly. 

Accepted 

66.  Gallant/Nappert Table 3 

903 

T Frequency range for these ERLs 

is supposed to be from 0 to 5 

MHz.  However, the Table does 

not cover the full frequency range 

for the H field. 

 Not Accepted 

(Covers full 

frequency 

range) 

67.  Smit 1048 E Comment Add induced to table 5 (see table 

7) 

Accepted 

68.  Smit 1049 

1057 

1164 

E Comment Trained to make grasping 

contact? 

 

Change to: are trained, and 

therefore aware of the potential 

adverse health effect caused by 

touching energized conducting 

objects. 

Not accepted 

69.  Tell 1070 E The statement does not emphasize 

that behavioral disruption is the 

Revise statement to read: “…and 

has been demonstrated to be the 

Accepted 
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most sensitive indicator of a 

potentially adverse effect. 

most sensitive, reproducible 

effect across animal species and 

frequency that is potentially 

adverse…” 

70.  Tell 1074 T This statement is confusing and 

provides no confidence in the 

safety of the upper tier of 

exposure limits. 

Delete the statement: Applied to 

members of the general public, 

the lower tier provides more 

assurance that continuous, 

chronic exposure of all 

individuals in the population, 

will be without risk of adverse 

effects.”  Replace with 

something like:  “The lower tier 

of exposure limits represents 

Action Levels, signifying that an 

RF Safety Program shall be 

instituted to insure that 

exposures will not exceed the 

upper tier limits, i.e. the MPE. 

Accepted 

(partially) 

71.  Duvdevany 1080 E SARc at the first row, right 

column 

SARb Accepted 

72.  Duvdevany 1101 T "the limits of table 5 extrapolated 

beyond 100 kHz" 

A clarification (and practical 

implementation) is needed 

Not accepted 

(Not 

considered 

necessary) 

73.  Tell 1119 T The text that starts at 1119 never 

mentions the importance of open 

circuit voltage on production of 

RF burns.  RF burns are not 

simply due only to the magnitude 

of current that flows but the local 

current density during the current 

Propose rewrite of text 

beginning at 1119 for inclusion 

in Appendix.  But, the 

importance of open circuit 

voltage should be emphasized in 

the normative section. 

Defer to Tell 

(and Kavet) to 

rewrite text 

beginning at 

line 1119 (and 

clause 4.5) 

and move 
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flow.  When surface arcing 

occurs, when sufficiently high 

voltages exist, electrical arcing 

between the RF energized object 

and the body can occur prior to 

physical contact with the object 

and during these arcs, the current 

density is extraordinarily high, 

commonly leading to RF burns.  

The text should be revised to 

provide a more complete account 

of what leads to RF burns. 

most of 

material to 

Annex – 

before 

December 

meeting. 

74.  Smit 1175 

1181 

E Comment Change of text size! Accepted 

75.  Smit 1221 & 1236 E/T Error Greater than 400 MHz, must be: 

Greater than 300 MHz. (See also 

note on rule nr. 1276. 

Accepted 

76.  Smit 1226-end E Error Change of page numbers? Accepted 

77.  Duvdevany 1293 E DRL ERL Accepted 

(partially –  

ERL is 

correct – term 

on right of the 

equation 

removed.) 

78.  Duvdevany 1295 E ≤28.8 J/Kg "≤" or analogy? (units)  See above 

79.  Testagrossa Figures 3 & 4 E  Need to add grid lines TBD 

80.  Tell 1302 E Open circuit voltage, which is the 

driver for RF burns, is not 

Revise title of Section 4.5 to:  

“ERL for contact voltage to 

Accepted 
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declared as either a DRL or ERL.  

Shouldn‟t this be the case? 

protect against RF burns”. 

 

Include NOTE:  It is important 

to recognize that the ERLs for 

electric and magnetic field 

exposure do not protect against 

high RF voltages (and currents) 

that can be induced in large 

conductive objects such as 

cranes, electric power 

transmission lines, etc. and, 

hence, do not provide protection 

against RF burns. 

81.  Tell 1321/1329 T There is a discrepancy between 

the safety factor above 3 GHz for 

the upper and lower tiers.  The 

apparent hazard threshold for 

exposure above 3 GHz is higher 

for the lower tier. I.e., when the 

ERLs are multiplied by the 

applicable Fs, 10 (upper tier) and 

50 (lower tier), the lower tier 

yields an HT greater than that for 

the upper tier.  For example, at 30 

GHz, the HT for the lower tier 

would be 1000 mW/cm2 

compared to the presumed HT for 

the upper tier of 317 mW/cm2.  

This implies that the lower tier 

would provide less protection 

against localized exposure than 

the upper tier or that persons 

within uncontrolled exposure 

Section 4.6 needs to be redrafted 

to make the application of safety 

factors consistent between 

localized exposures that may 

occur in controlled 

environments vs. unrestricted 

environments. 

Defer to 

December 

meeting. 
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environments may be subject to a 

greater potential hazard than those 

in controlled exposure 

environments. 

82.  DeFrank 1331 – 1386 

(4.7.2) 

T See attached ppt slides. At the end of this section, 

include a statement regarding 

exclusion for low power devices 

for localized exposure SAR 

criteria. 

Partially 

accepted. 

83.  Gallant/Nappert 1341 T Need to text and reference 

C95.3.1 for low-frequency 

assessment. 

Add text and reference to 

C95.3.1 

Considered 

(text has not 

yet been 

written for  

4.7.1) 

84.  Bassen 1370 -1375 T Error Generally, when measuring at 

closer distances with 

commercially available isotropic 

field probes, large uncertainties 

exist. These are due to spatial 

averaging (resulting in lower 

readings of the local E or H 

field)  plus  coupling between 

the probe and source (resulting 

in higher readings). Therefore, it 

is recommended that the 

minimum measurement 

distances prescribed in C95.3-

2002 [B23] and C95.3.1, 2010 

[B24] be used. 

Accepted 

85.  Duvdevany 1380-2 E  Words order  
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86.  Gallant/Nappert 1383 T Would it be warrant to provide 

information of the power of the 

sources for smaller humans (e.g. 

women, children)? 

 Already 

addressed by 

resonant 

curve in 

ERLs, safety 

factor, etc. 

87.  Ammann Annex F E Reference [B14] Health Physics 

Society, 

http://hps.org/documents/mobilete

lephonefactsheet.pdf, 2009  

link has been moved 

 

New link is  

http://hps.org/documents/Mobile

_Telephone_Fact_Sheet_update

_May_2010.pdf 

Accepted 

88.  Ammann Annex F E Reference [B27] Ireland Expert 

Group on Health Effects of 

Electromagnetic Fields, 31 

http://www.dcmnr.gov.ie/NR/rdo

nlyres/9E29937F-1A27-4A16-

A8C3 32 

F403A623300C/0/Electromagneti

cReport.pdf, 2007  

link has been moved 

New link is  

http://www.dcenr.gov.ie/NR/rdo

nlyres/9E29937F-1A27-4A16-

A8C3-

F403A623300C/0/Electromagne

ticReport.pdf 

 

Accepted 

89.  Ammann Annex F E [B34] Nordic Radiation Safety 

Authorities, “Exposure of the 

General Public to Radiofrequency 

10 Electromagnetic Fields – A 

joint statement from the Nordic 

Radiation Safety Authorities,” 11 

http://www.stuk.fi/stuk/tiedotteet/

fi_FI/news_578/_files/824682612

51448918/default/Nordic_Statem

ent-12 EMF161109.pdf, 2009  

http://www.stralsakerhetsmyndi

gheten.se/Global/Pressmeddelan

den/2009/091116norden-

emf.pdf 

 

Accepted  
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Link does not exist 

90.  Ammann Annex F E [B43] Spain‟s Comité Cientifico 

Asesor en Radiofrecuencias y 

Salud (CCARS), 36 

http://www.ccars.es/docs/informe

s/INFORME%20CCARS%20200

7-2008.pdf, 2008  

Link moved 

New link at  

http://www.ccars.es/publicacion

es/informes_miembros_CCARS 

Accepted 

91.  Ammann Annex F E Reference B50, WHO/IARC 

(World Health 

Oranization/International Agency 

for Research on Cancer) World 3 

Cancer Report 2008. 

http://www.iarc.fr/en/Publications

/PDFs-online/World-Cancer-

Report, 2008  

the link has been moved.   

New link is  

http://www.iarc.fr/en/publicatio

ns/pdfs-online/wcr/index.php 

 

Accepted 

92.  Bassen 1899-1902 T Error The far field of a simple antenna 

is generally defined as starting at 

a distance of  2 a2/ λ,  where  λ 

is the wavelength, and a  is the 

largest linear dimension of the 

antenna.[B23]. 

Accepted 

93.  Bassen 1922  D.4.2 

Induced current 

measurements 

T rationale Add: For induced current 

measurements , it is 

recommended that the  detailed 

provisions of c95.2, 2002 

[B23_and  C95.3.1, 2010 [B24] 

be used. 

Accepted 
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IEEE Safety Standards History 

1960: USASI C95 Radiation Hazards Project and 
Committee chartered 

1966: USAS C95.1-1966  
10 mW/cm2 (10 MHz to 100 GHz) 
based on simple thermal model 

1974: ANSI C95.1-1974 (limits for E2 and H2) 
1982: ANSI C95.1-1982 (incorporates dosimetry) 
1991: IEEE C95.1-1991 (two tiers – reaffirmed 1997) 
2002: IEEE C95.6-2002 (0-3 kHz)  
2006: IEEE C95.1-2005 published on April 19, 2006 

(comprehensive revision, 250 pages, 1143 ref.)   



IEEE SASB 

Management,  
Oversight, 

 Fundraising, etc. 

TC-95 TC-34 TC-XX 

Liaison with National 
Groups: NCRP, ACGIH, US 
Fed. Agencies, Canada, 
China, Ireland……. 

Liaison with International 
Groups: 
ICNIRP, WHO, IEC, 
NATO…... 

Exposure 
Standards 

Product 
Standards 

Environmental 
Standards? 

SC-1 SC-2 SC-5 SC-4 SC-3 SC-1 SC-2 

SC-1: Measurements & Calculations 
SC-2: Warning Signs/Hazard Comm 
SC-3: 0-3 kHz 
SC-4: 3 kHz - 300 GHz 
SC-5: EEDs 

SC-1: SAR Evaluation – Measurement Techniques 
SC-2: SAR Evaluation – Computational Techniques 
 

ICES as the Focal Point in the Global Program for EME Safety Standards  

SCC39 
ICES 

(AdCom) 
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International Committee on  
Electromagnetic Safety (ICES) 

“Development of standards for the safe use of 
electromagnetic energy in the range of 0 Hz to 300 GHz 
relative to the potential hazards of exposure of humans, 
volatile materials, and explosive devices to such energy. 
Such standards will be based on established effects and 
will include safety levels for human exposure to electric, 
magnetic and electromagnetic fields, including induced 
currents from such fields, methods for the assessment of 
human exposure to such fields, standards for products 
that emit electromagnetic energy by design or as a by-
product of their operation, and environmental limits.” 

Scope 
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IEEE ICES Subcommittee 3 

 Organized in 1991 
 About 75 members from 11 different 

countries 
 Broad expertise: biology, biophysics, 

engineering, epidemiology, medicine, etc. 
 Members associated with Universities, 

Industry, Department of Defense, Federal 
Agencies, Public, Consultants, Labor Unions, 
etc. 
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132 members, 42% from outside the US representing 23 countries.  

The distribution of affiliations of the membership is as follows: 

 

 Academia 36 27% 
Government  45 34% 
Industry  22 17% 
Consultant 27 20% 
General Public 2 2% 
Total 132 100% 

SC4 Membership Composition (C95.1-2005) 
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SC4 Membership Composition (C95.1-2005) 

Biol Sci/Biophy 50 38% 

Eng/Phys 52 39% 

Psychology 5 4% 

Medicine 6 5% 

Env Health/Risk 11 8% 

Others 8 6% 
Total 132 100% 
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IEEE Standards Process 

 Open Process 
 Consensus process 

 Allows for challenging and testing of all viewpoints 
 Balloting at Subcommittee and Sponsor level 
 75% of ballots must be returned with at least a 

75% approval to reach consensus 
 All negative comments must be addressed 

and recirculated 
 C95.6-2002: 90% approval 
 C95.1-2005: 96% approval  
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Consensus of IEEE ICES TC95/SC3  
on Potential Long-Term Effects 

 
 There is no sufficient, reliable evidence to conclude 

that long-term exposures to electric and magnetic 
fields at levels found in communities or occupational 
environments are adverse to human health or cause 
a disease, including cancer. 
 

 There is no confirmed mechanism that would provide 
a firm basis to predict adverse effects from low-level, 
long-term exposure. 
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Established Mechanisms 
 

 Electrostimulation 
 Nerve excitation 
 Muscle excitation 
 Cardiac excitation 
 Synaptic activity alteration 

 Phosphenes 
 Visually evoked potentials 

 Magnetohydrodynamic mechanisms 
 Forces on charges due to rapid body motion in strong static and 

quasi-static fields. 
 Generally associated with blood flow 
 Changes in cardiac cycle, vertigo, difficulty with balance, nausea, 

headaches, numbness and tingling, phosphenes and unusual taste 
sensations. 

 Thermal - generally not an issue below 100 kHz 
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Adverse effects 
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Conversion of Median Threshold  to 
Basic Restrictions  
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Factors for converting median 
thresholds to basic restrictions 
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Conversion of Basic Restrictions to Limits 
on External Field MPEs 
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IEEE Std C95.6-2002  

This standard was  

reaffirmed in 2007 

 

The next revision of 

C95.1 will incorporate 

C95.6  
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C95.1-2005: Definitions 

Weight of evidence evaluation of: 
  quality of test methods,  
  size and power of the study designs,  
  consistency of results across studies,  
  biological plausibility of dose-response            

 relationships  
  and statistical associations. 
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Annex B summary 

 The biological database established over 50 years shows 
no repeatable low level RF effect.   

 Analysis of proposed mechanisms does not support non-
thermal effects at RF frequencies. 

 The established effect at lower frequencies is 
electrostimulation. 

 The conclusions from reviews of the scientific database 
have been remarkably consistent over time confirming the 
safety and the basis of the IEEE standard. 

 Published work following the ICES review has not altered 
the weight of evidence on health effects.  
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C.1.2 Risk profile for adverse effects 

1. RF shocks and burns 
2. Localized RF heating effects 
3. Surface heating effects 
4. Whole body heating effects 
5. Microwave hearing effects 
6. Low-level effects  
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C95.1-2005: Introduction 

Basis:  
 

The development of this standard is based on the 
following established adverse health effects:  
 

 aversive or painful electrostimulation due to excessive 
RF internal electric fields (3 kHz – 5 MHz) 

 

 RF shocks or burns due to contact with excessively high 
RF voltages (3 kHz – 110 MHz) 

 

 heating pain or tissue burns due to excessive localized 
RF exposure (> 100 kHz) 

 

 behavioral disruption, heat exhaustion or heat stroke 
due to excessive whole body RF exposures (> 100 kHz)  
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C95.1-2005: Introduction 

Basic Restrictions: 

     Limit exposure to avoid harm 

    Incorporate Safety Factor 

    Expressed in in-situ SAR values 

  

MPEs (Maximum Permissible Exposure) 

     Ensure that exposure will not                    
     exceed the Basic Restrictions 
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C95.1-2005: Introduction 

 Recommendations (Basic Restrictions, MPEs): 
 

 based on the results of a comprehensive review of the 
scientific data 

 findings of studies published mainly between 1950 and 
December 2003 were considered* 

 studies that involve low level exposures also included 
 supported by a lack of credible scientific and medical reports 

showing adverse health effects for RF exposures at or below 
similar exposure limits in past standards 

 
  
     * Although the literature cutoff date was December 2003, several papers  

     published in 2004 and 2005 were included. 
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Low-level effects 

None established in 50 years 
No known mechanisms 
No meaningful dose-response relationship 
Speculative 
Not useful for standard setting 
The additional studies following ICES 

review have not changed the conclusions 
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Safety factors 
Whole body averaged 

 Behavioral effects in animals over many 
frequencies, threshold at 4 W/kg 

 10X - 0.4 W/kg for higher tier 
 50X - 0.08 W/kg for lower tier 

 Localized exposure (averaged in 10 g)  
 Cataract observed in rabbits, threshold at 

100 W/kg 
 10X – 10 W/kg for higher tier 
 50X – 2 W/kg  for lower tier 
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C95.1-2005:  Features  

 A notable feature of the 2005 standard is the 
recommendation of peak spatial average 
SAR of 2 and 10 W/kg averaged over 10 g 
tissue for the lower and upper tier, 
respectively.  
 

 This resolves a major harmonization issue 
with other contemporary RF standards and 
guidelines. 
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Basic restrictions for frequencies between 100 kHz and 3 GHz  
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IEEE Std. C95.1-2005 
pp 1-250 
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Combining C95.6-2002 and C95.1-2005 

 Different interaction mechanisms  
 Electrical stimulation  
 Heating 

 Different exposure quantities 
 In situ electric field, field intensity 
 SAR, power density  

 Different safety factors 
 Clarify and convey more obvious meaning to some 

confusing or misleading terms and definitions.  
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Terminology clarification 

Parallel work on PC95.1-2345 (NATO/IEEE Agreement) 
and PC95.1 combining C95.6-2002 and C95.1-2005 

 
Six Editorial Working Group and three SC3/4 meetings 

to discuss the merging of the two standards  
 

 RF radiation => RF exposure 
 Avoid confusion with ionizing radiation 
 
 Safety limits => exposure limits 
 Exposure limits with large safety margins 



Exposure limit values are conservatively set some distance from the 

start of a slope, down which the possibility of danger 

gradually increases.  

General Public Exposure Limit 

Large Safety Margins 

Safety limit  Occupational Exposure Limit 

10x 50x 

Threshold effects: 
 

One can touch areas 

outside the 37 oC area 

as long as he wants  

and will not be hurt. 

 

[Photo from Kai Siwiak]  
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For threshold effects, when a large margin of safety  
is assured, anything below is safe.  

Whether it is a 50 foot tall or a 5 foot tall boat,  
they are all safe to go under the Golden Gate Bridge. 
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Basic Restriction =>  
Dosimetric Reference Level (DRL) 

 Recommended limits relative to dosimetric 
thresholds for established adverse health 
effects that incorporate appropriate safety 
factors.  

 DRLs are expressed in terms of the in situ 
electric field strength (0 Hz to 5 MHz), SAR 
(100 kHz to 3 GHz), or incident power density 
(3 GHz to 300 GHz).  
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MPE=> Exposure Reference Level (ERL) 

 The highest level of an electric field, magnetic field, 
electromagnetic field, induced current or contact current to 
which the standard permits exposure, and which includes 
an adequate margin of safety against established adverse 
health effects.  

 The ERL is expressed as a metric appropriate to the 
frequency and temporal characteristics of the exposure. 
The ERL is based on the dosimetric reference level (DRL 
– in situ electric field, SAR, or power density) and may be 
exceeded if it can be demonstrated that the corresponding 
DRL is not exceeded.  

 ERLs are sometimes called reference levels, derived 
limits, permissible exposure limits, maximum permissible 
exposure values, or investigation levels. 
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Two tiers 

 Action level => General public in unrestricted 
environments 
 Not just a level, or population 
 This new term defines both people and space at a particular 

time, avoids the term “uncontrolled” environment  
 

 Persons in controlled environments => Persons 
permitted in restricted environments 
 Under RF safety program C95.7-2005, there is a restricted 

environment 
 Informed persons including the general public are permitted to 

enter, not to exceed the exposure to be above the upper tier 
 Restriction is due to permission of the RF safety program 
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RF Safety Program  

Restricted environment 

Unrestricted environment 

Upper tier Lower tier 

General public 

Persons permitted 

RF Safety Program 

NO 
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Free IEEE Safety Standards 
Get IEEE C95™ STANDARDS: Safety Levels with Respect to Human Exposure 

to Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Fields 
http://standards.ieee.org/about/get/index.html  
 

 C95.1™-2005    
Safety Levels with Respect to Human Exposure to Radio Frequency 
Electromagnetic Fields, 3 kHz to 300 GHz 

 C95.3™-2002    
Measurements and Computations of Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Fields 
with Respect to Human Exposure to Such Fields, 100 kHz-300 GHz 

 C95.3.1™-2010    
Measurements and Computations of Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic 
Fields with Respect to Human Exposure to Such Fields, 0 Hz to 100 kHz 

 C95.6™-2002 (R2007)    
Safety Levels with Respect to Human Exposure to Electromagnetic Fields, 0-3 
kHz 

 C95.7™-2005    
Radio Frequency Safety Programs - 3 kHz to 300 GHz 
 

Sponsored by the United States Navy, Air Force, and Army.  
 

http://standards.ieee.org/about/get/index.html
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Conclusions  

 C95.6-2002 and C95.1-2005 standards are developed 
to protect against established adverse health effects.   

 At low frequencies below 100 kHz, minimizes effects 
associated with electrostimulation. 

 100 kHz to 300 GHz, protects against effects associated 
with heating. 

 Combination of C95.6 and C95.1 is in progress 
 Terminology changes to clarify and convey more 

obvious meaning to these terms.  
 One single world harmonized EMF exposure standard is 

the ultimate goal.  
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Induction Modeling Task Group Halifax; June 2011 - SC3+SC4 Meeting 

NOTES ON 2010 ICNIRP STATEMENT* 
GUIDELINES FOR LIMITING EXPOSURE TO TIME-VARYING 

ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELD (1 HZ TO 100 KHZ) 
 

SC3 Induction Modelling Task Group 

  GENERAL 
 

  THRESHOLDS & BASIC RESTRICTIONS 
 

  INDUCTION MODELLING & REFERENCE LEVELS 
 

*Guidelines for Limiting Exposure to Time-Varying Electric and Magnetic Fields (1Hz-100kHz). 
 Health Physics 99(6):818-836; 2010     http://www.icnirp.de/documents/LFgdl.pdf 
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Induction Modeling Task Group Halifax; June 2011 - SC3+SC4 Meeting 

Interaction: 
 - Induction of electric fields & associated current in tissues 
 - Induction of surface charges 
 
Effects: 

- Interaction with retina electrically excitable cells, conservative model for CNS 
- Direct nerve or muscle excitation (higher thresholds)  
- Surface charges (perception & annoyance & shocks) 
 

Protection: 
 - Induction of retina phosphenes (possible brain function transient effects? 
    (e.g headache, vertigo..) 
 - Stimulation of Central & Peripheral myelinated nerve 
 - Effects of surface charges (perception & annoyance & shocks) 
 

ICNIRP 2101 
GENERAL- RATIONALE & PROTECTION 
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   CNS TISSUES OF BRAIN 
       - Magnetophosphenes: 5 mT(min) & about 50 -100 mV/m @ 20 Hz  
       - Selected thresholds for CNS tissues of brain: 

- 50 mV/m (Occupational)    c/o 25 Hz    (flat 10-25Hz) 
- 10 mV/m (General Public) c/o 25 Hz     (flat 10-25Hz)  
    

 
   PERIPHERAL & CENTRAL MYELINATED NERVE 
       Selected Thresholds: 4000 mV/m & 3000 Hz 

- Occupational:  800 mV/m  
(i.e. 1/5 of 4000mV/m and cuts in at 400Hz) 
- General Public: 400 mV/m  
(i.e. 1/2 of Occupational BR & cuts in at 1000Hz).  

ICNIRP 2010 
THRESHOLDS AND BASIC RESTRICTIONS 
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IEEE & ICNIRP: Basic Restrictions/DRL 
for Occupational/Controlled environment
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    Similar rationale, higher BR/DRL , lower RL/ERL 

TYPE OF LIMIT OCCUPATIONAL/CE 
@ 50 Hz 

GENERAL PUBLIC 
@50 Hz 

ATTRIBUTION 

BASIC RESTRICTION DATA 
IEEE:  8.14mT (53mV/m); 20Hz    17.7 mV/m 
ICNIRP: 100 mV/m; 25 Hz              50 mV/m 

 
IEEE:         44.3 mV/m 
ICNIRP:    100 mV/m 

 
IEEE:         14.7 mV/m 
ICNIRP:    20 mV/m 

 
- assessment of data 
- safety/reduction 
factors 

 ICNIRP 2010 Guidelines & IEEE Std C95.6 
BR/DRL @ 50Hz 
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ICNIRP 2010 
INDUCTION MODELLING &  

MAGNETIC FIELD REFERENCE LEVELS 

  use of anatomically realistic induction model data  
 
  use a reduction factor of 3 for data uncertainties 

 
  recommend for Basic Restriction verification from modelling: 

-    use tissue volume 2 mm3 

-    99% value 
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IEEE & ICNIRP: Magnetic field Reference Levels/ERL 
for Occupational
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IEEE & ICNIRP: Magnetic field Reference Levels/ERL 
for General Public
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    similar rationale 

    higher BR/DRL 

    lower RL/ERL 

TYPE OF LIMIT OCCUPATIONAL/CE 
@ 50 Hz 

GENERAL PUBLIC 
@50 Hz 

ATTRIBUTION 

BASIC RESTRICTION DATA 
IEEE:  8.14mT (53mV/m); 20Hz      17.7 mV/m 
ICNIRP: 100 mV/m; 25 Hz                 50 mV/m 

 
IEEE:             44.3 mV/m 
ICNIRP:         100 mV/m 

 
IEEE:          14.7 mV/m 
ICNIRP:        20 mV/m 

 
- assessent of data 
- safety/reduction factors 

MAGNETIC-FIELD REFERENCE LEVELS 
(generally uniform field & for head/brain) 

IEEE:                       2.7 mT 
ICNIRP:                  1 mT 

IEEE:                  0.9 mT 
ICNIRP:              0.2 mT 

- selection of BR 
- use of modelling results 

ELECTRIC-FIELD REFERENCE LEVELS 
(generally unperturbed/uniform field) 

IEEE:            20#          kV/m 
ICNIRP:       10         kV/m 

IEEE:           5 - 10&  kV/m 
ICNIRP:      5          kV/m 

- not in-situ E-field related 
- surface-charges effect related 
# controlled environment 

&ROW or easements 

 ICNIRP 2010 Guidelines & IEEE Std C95.6 
BR/DRL @ 50Hz 
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IEEE/ICNIRP: Electric-field Relerence Levels/ERL 
for Controlled Environment / Occupational
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TYPE OF LIMIT OCCUPATIONAL/CE 
@ 50 Hz 

GENERAL PUBLIC 
@50 Hz 

ATTRIBUTION 

ELECTRIC-FIELD REFERENCE LEVELS 
(generally unperturbed/uniform field) 

IEEE:            20#    kV/m 
ICNIRP:       10   kV/m 

IEEE:           5 - 10&  kV/m 
ICNIRP:      5  kV/m 

- not in-situ E-field related 

# controlled environment 
& ROW or easements consideration 
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IEEE/ICNIRP: Electric-field Reference Levels/ERL 
for General Public
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Ms. Karen Dyberg 
 
Please provide an interpretation of C95.1‐2005 regarding the correct limit to use for the 
general public when an RF Safety Program is in place.   Is it the Action Level or the Upper 
Tier? 
 
 
Below is a hypothetical situation to help illustrate the need for interpretation. The 
frequency was chosen to simplify the example. 
 
1. A company has an RF emitter that operates at 15 GHz. It's installed on company 
property and there are no local RF exposure standards except for the company‐adopted 
IEEE C95.1‐2005. 
 
2. The RF emitter is located inside a fenced‐in area and is controlled by an RF Safety 
Program. Access to the area is limited to personnel trained in accordance with the site 
specific RF Safety Program. The RF Safety Program also has established "keep‐out"zones 
to prevent any access to areas above the Upper Tier, as well as signage and other 
controls commensurate with the power density levels capable of being produced by the 
RF emitter. 
 
3. Outside of the fenced‐in area is the general public, who is unaware of what is 
happening on the other side (company property). The company’s RF Safety Program 
limits the power density levels from the RF emitter to which the general public is being 
exposed. 
 
4. As part of the company’s RF Safety Program, what level must not be exceeded outside 
of the fence for the general public, 1 mW/cm2 or 10 mW/cm2 ? 
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I think that a key point in this discussion is the extent of the coverage of an RF 
Safety Program.  In NOTE 1 of 3.1.59 is the statement that:  
 
Implementation of an effective RF Safety Program is 
to ensure that persons are not exposed in excess of 
the MPEs of the upper tier.  
 
            I think that this statement should be qualified as in:  
 
Implementation of an effective RF Safety Program is 
to ensure that persons WITHIN THE DESIGNATED 
CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT are not exposed in 
excess of the MPEs of the upper tier.  
 
            It would then be clear that the presence or absence of an RF safety 
Program does not affect the limits for the general public outside the fenced-in 
area.  With this reasoning, the answer to Karen Dyberg's answer should be 1 
mW/cm2 .  

X

Company Property

Generator
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IEEE Standards Interpretation Request 

Requests for interpretations should only be submitted for seeking clarification of: 
 

− The meaning of portions of standards as they relate to specific applications; and/or 
− The exact nature of the contents of the standard. 

 
If the interpretation request meets the above criteria, complete the following and send to 
the   stds-interps@ieee.org . 
 

Name:  Karen Dyberg 
 
Email:  kdyberg@ieee.org 
 
Phone:  978-440-4022 
 
Mobile:  508-450-9236 
 
IEEE Std: C95.1TM -  2005  
 
Standard Title:  IEEE Standard for Safety Levels with Respect to Human Exposure to Radio 
Frequency Electromagnetic Fields, 3 kHz to 300 GHz 
 

 
Topic: 
 
Please provide an interpretation of C95.1-2005 regarding the correct limit to use for the general 
public when an RF Safety Program is in place.  See the following 5 pages for an illustrative 
example and relevant C95.1-2005 clauses and tables. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE FOR RESPONDERS:  Attach your response here.  If you are responding to more than one 
interpretation request, please label your responses as “Interpretation Response #1,” 
“Interpretation 
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Please provide an interpretation of C95.1-2005 regarding the correct limit to use for the general 
public when an RF Safety Program is in place.  Is it the Action Level or the Upper Tier?  
 
Below is a hypothetical situation to help illustrate the need for interpretation.  The frequency 
was chosen to simplify the example.   

1. A company has an RF emitter that operates at 15 GHz.  It's installed on company 
property and there are no local RF exposure standards except for the company-adopted 
IEEE C95.1-2005. 

2. The RF emitter is located inside a fenced-in area and is controlled by an RF Safety 
Program.   Access to the area is limited to personnel trained in accordance with the site 
specific RF Safety Program.  The RF Safety Program also has established "keep-out" 
zones to prevent any access to areas above the Upper Tier, as well as signage and other 
controls commensurate with the power density levels capable of being produced by the 
RF emitter.   

3. Outside of the fenced-in area is the general public, who is unaware of what is happening 
on the other side (company property).  The company’s RF Safety Program limits the 
power density levels from the RF emitter to which the general public is being exposed. 

4.   As part of the company’s RF Safety Program, what level must not be exceeded outside 
of the fence for the general public, 1 mW/cm2 or 10 mW/cm2 ? 

 
Cited below are portions of C95.1-2005 relevant to the above situation.  Sections underlined, 
support the interpretation that the answer is the upper tier limit of 10 mW/cm2. 
 
1.3.2 RF risk assessment and RF safety programs 
Throughout the RF spectrum to which this standard is applicable, the MPEs apply to exposure of 
individuals.  Areas wherein intense RF fields exist (that exceed the MPEs) would be an exposure issue 
only when individuals have access to those areas and may become exposed.  Hence, compliance with this 
standard is to be determined by assessing whether persons may be exposed to RF fields exceeding the 
MPEs and not necessarily by whether RF fields simply exceed the MPEs.  This standard recommends that 
when and where there may be access to RF fields, currents, and/or voltages that exceed the lower tier 
MPEs (action levels), exposures are to be controlled through the implementation of an RF safety program, 
as described in IEEE Std C95.7-2005.  Application of an RF safety program results in various control 
measures that can be taken to reduce the probability of a person's exposure exceeding the BRs and MPEs 
of the upper tier. 
 
3.1 Definitions 
 
3.1.1 action level: The values of the electric and magnetic field strength, the incident power 
density, contact and induced current, and contact voltages above which steps should be initiated 
to protect against exposures that exceed the upper tier, specifically, implementation of an RF 
safety program. 
 
3.1.35 lower tier: A set of limits that provide an additional margin of safety, i.e., a margin of 
safety greater than that for the upper tier. See: action level. 
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NOTE—The lower tier, which is recommended as an action level above which an RF safety 
program should be implemented, recognizes public concerns, uncertainties in exposure 
assessment, and supports the process of harmonization with other standards. 
 
3.1.59 RF safety program (RFSP): An organized system of policies, procedures, practices and 
plans designed to protect against hazards associated with RF fields, contact voltage, and contact 
and induced currents.  RFSPs shall be documented in writing. 
 
NOTE 1—Implementation of an effective RF safety program is to ensure that persons are not 
exposed in excess of the MPEs of the upper tier. 
 
3.1.79 upper tier: A set of RF exposure limits that are scientifically based and that provide a 
margin of safety for all, including those in a controlled environment. 
 
 
Table 6—BRs for frequencies between 100 kHz and 3 GHz 

 
See footnote “a” in Table 6 above. 
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See footnote “a” in Table 7 above . 
 
4.3 BRs for frequencies between 3 GHz and 300 GHz 
BRs to protect against adverse effects associated with heating are established for incident power 
density for frequencies between 3 GHz and 300 GHz.  Such restrictions are derived with 
consideration of adverse effects thresholds (based on the literature review and evaluation), their 
distribution among the population, and safety factors.  The BRs for frequencies between 3 GHz 
and 300 GHz are the same as the corresponding MPEs shown in Table 8 and Table 9, and are 
considered appropriate for all human exposure. 
 
 
Table 9—Action level (MPE for the general public when an RF safety program is 
unavailable)  (see Figure 4 for graphical repres0entation) 
 
 
4.8 RF safety programs 
Throughout the RF spectrum applicable to this standard, the MPEs apply to exposure of people, 
i.e., compliance with this standard is determined by whether or not exposures of people to RF 
fields, currents and voltages exceed the applicable MPEs. Where there may be access to RF 
fields, currents, and/or voltages that exceed the lower tier (Action Level) of this standard, an RF 
safety program such as detailed in IEEE Std C95.7-2005 shall be implemented to ensure that 
exposures do not exceed the MPEs or BRs for persons in a controlled environment. Application 
of an RF safety program results in various mitigative measures that can be taken to reduce the 
probability of exceeding the MPE for the upper tier. This program typically includes RF 
awareness training, implementation of protective measures such as signage and the use of 
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personal protective equipment (PPE), incident response, periodic evaluation of program 
effectiveness, and assigned responsibilities for implementing the program (IEEE Std C95.7-
2005). 
 
C.1 Introduction 
.... 
In summary, this standard incorporates a reasonably large margin of safety and an RF safety 
program is required to provide part of the margin of safety for those exposed above the relevant 
action level (lower tier).  This standard may also be considered especially conservative, since the 
safety factors are applied against perception phenomena (electrostimulation and behavioral 
disruption), which are far less serious effects than any permanent pathology or even reversible 
tissue damage that could occur at much higher exposure levels than those for perception 
phenomena.   
 
 
C.1.1.2 Differences: 
a) IEEE Std C95.1, 1999 Edition contains two tiers; an upper tier for “exposures in controlled 
environments” and a lower tier for “exposures in uncontrolled environments.” In this standard, 
two tiers have also been set. As in the 1999 Edition of this standard, an upper tier has been set for 
exposure of persons in controlled environments. While the weight of scientific evidence supports 
the conclusion that no measurable risk is associated with RF exposures less than the upper tier of 
this standard, it is impossible to scientifically prove absolute safety (the null hypothesis). Thus a 
lower tier has been set with an extra margin of safety that applies to all other individuals. The 
lower tier, called an “action level,” recognizes public concerns, takes into account uncertainties 
in laboratory data and in exposure assessment, and supports the process of harmonization with 
other standards, e.g., the NCRP recommendations [B95] and the ICNIRP [B62] guidelines. For 
practical purposes, the lower tier may be used for the general public or as an action level, above 
which an RF safety program shall be implemented to protect against exposures that exceed the 
upper tier. (See Clause 3 for definitions of “lower tier,” “upper tier,” and “action level.”) 
 

C.2.2.1 Basic restrictions for whole-body exposure 
…. 
Within the committee that drafted this standard, a strong scientific argument, based on the 
biological effects database for potentially adverse effects was made for a single tier standard at 
0.4 kg WBA SAR. The upper tier is considered protective for all with an acceptable margin of 
safety. Nevertheless, similar to IEEE Std C95.1, 1999 Edition [B70] a lower tier, with an 
additional margin of safety is included. The upper tier in this standard applies to persons in 
controlled environments; the lower tier, with an extra margin of safety, applies to all other 
individuals. 
 
Since publication of ANSI C95.1-1982 [B69], significant advances have been made in our 
knowledge of the biological effects of RF exposure. This increased level of knowledge 
strengthens the basis for and confidence in the statement that the MPEs provided in this standard 
are protective against established adverse health effects with an adequate margin of safety. 
Nonetheless, because of the inherent limitations of the biological effects data base, these MPEs 
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are presented as upper limits of exposure. While the weight of scientific evidence supports the 
conclusion that no measurable risk is associated with RF exposures less than the upper tier of this 
standard, it is impossible to scientifically prove absolute safety (the null hypothesis).  The lower 
tier thus recognizes public concerns, serves as an action level above which implementation of an 
RF safety program is required, helps account for uncertainties in laboratory data and exposure 
assessment, and supports the process of harmonization with other standards, e.g., the NCRP 
recommendations [B95] and the ICNIRP [B62] guidelines. While exposures slightly in excess of 
the MPEs are not necessarily harmful, such exposures are not desirable and should be avoided. 
Wherever RF exposures can exceed the Action Levels of this standard, steps should be taken to 
ensure that the MPEs will not be exceeded.  
 
Arguments supporting the lower tier are: 
a) It is traditional to afford the general public a greater margin of safety. The general public 
includes, but is not limited to, children, pregnant women, the aged and infirm, individuals with 
impaired thermoregulatory systems, individuals equipped with electronic medical devices, and 
persons using medications that may result in poor thermoregulatory system performance. 
b) This approach is consistent with the previous IEEE Std C95.1 standard and most other health 
and safety standards for RF exposure. 
c) It is traditional to warn individuals of exposures to potentially harmful agents, and to 
implement safety measures to mitigate the hazards. Therefore the lower tier can be a useful 
criterion, or “action level,” for determining when RF “awareness” communication is required 
and above which other elements of an RF safety program shall be implemented. RF “awareness” 
is particularly important for protecting against accidental excessive exposures. 
d) Exposure standards such as IEEE Std C95.1 traditionally have been used as the basis for 
environmental limits (limits for the general environment whether people are there or not) through 
a lower tier that incorporates a larger margin of safety.  
….. 
 
C.6.3 Conclusions 
There is no substantiated evidence of illness or injury resulting from exposure to electromagnetic 
energy in the RF range when the exposures are within the limits of this standard. The experience 
of RF burns is well known to the occupational RF and medical communities, and is a principal 
hazard to be protected against by compliance with this standard. Transient electrical sensations, 
even those that are painful, are sometimes experienced by electrical workers; these are made 
improbable by compliance with this standard. Over all, the standard incorporates a reasonably 
large margin of safety. An RF safety program shall be employed for those potentially exposed 
above the lower tier. Indeed, the standard may be considered especially conservative, since the 
safety factors are applied against perception phenomena (electrostimulation, behavioral 
disruption) which are far less serious than reversible tissue damage and any permanent pathology 
that would occur at exposure levels much higher than those for perception phenomena. 
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Response to Request for Interpretation 
 
In C95.1-2005, two tiers of exposure values (derived limits, i.e., MPEs) are provided. The lower 
tier (called an Action Level) applies when an RF safety program is unavailable; the upper tier 
applies to exposures in controlled environments.  The Action Level is intended to trigger the 
application of an RF safety program to ensure that no one is exposed above the MPE values for 
the upper tier.  As declared in the title of Table 9, the Action Level is the appropriate “MPE for 
the general public when an RF safety program is not available.” This means that when an RF 
safety program is in effect, the applicable exposure limit for all persons, including members of 
the general public affected by the safety program, is the upper tier MPEs (MPEs for people in 
controlled environments).1

To be clear, within those regions in which an RF safety program is practiced, namely, controlled 
environments, the upper tier becomes the MPE for everyone, including members of the public 
affected by the safety program, because within those regions, exposures are controlled to not 
exceed the MPE. However, for those regions beyond which the RF safety program applies, the 
applicable exposure limit for all persons is the lower tier Action Level. Normally, the extent of 
the region controlled by an RF safety program would likely be the legal property boundaries of 
the facility or, perhaps, a physical boundary such as the edge of a rooftop installation or, as in the 
case cited in the request, a fence line. Hence, any RF safety program must ensure that exposures 
that may occur beyond the boundaries, for which the program applies, do not exceed the Action 
Level. This is because beyond these boundaries, a safety program applicable to the facility or site 
cannot be assumed to also limit exposure of persons to sources that are located outside the 
facility. 

  The crucial factor is whether actions have been taken to ensure that 
no one can be exposed above the upper tier (i.e., an RF safety program applies to areas in which 
exposures may exceed the Action Level). A corollary is: for circumstances in which exposures of 
persons are not controlled via an RF safety program, the lower tier (Action Level) becomes the 
MPE.  Hence, in the question cited in the beginning of this Request for Interpretation, when an 
RF Safety Program is in place the correct limits to use for workers or the general public affected 
by the Safety Program is the upper tier (MPEs for exposures in controlled environments). 

For any RF safety program, it is important to carefully identify the geographic extent of the 
region in which the program applies and, thus, the area in which the upper tier MPE is applicable 
to all persons including the general public who may enter the facility.  

In the question posed in item 4 of the request, “As part of the company’s RF Safety Program, 
what level must not be exceeded outside of the fence for the general public, 1 mW/cm2 or 
10 mW/cm2?”, the answer depends on whether the company RF safety program applies beyond 
the fence (it is noted in the request that the region beyond the fence is company property). For 
any region that is under the control of the company RF safety program, the answer is 
10 mW/cm2. For all regions that are not under the control of the company RF safety program, the 
answer is 1 mW/cm2.  

                                                            
1 See: C.1.1.2 a) “In this standard,…,, an upper tier has been set for exposure of persons in controlled 
environments.” [i.e., an environment in which an RF safety program exists]. And “…a lower tier has been set with 
an extra margin of safety that applies to all other individuals.” [i.e., all persons not under the control of an RF safety 
program regardless of whether they are workers or members of the general public.] 
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Addendum to Dyberg Interpretation 
 

For an area containing a 15 GHz transmitter, 10 mW/cm2 is 
the correct exposure limit when a RF Safety Program exists 
and ensures that no member of the general public is 
permitted entry in the designated area unless he/she is 
properly informed of such.  In those cases where it is 
possible for members of the general public to enter a 
restricted area without being informed of such, the correct 
limit for this area must be 1 mW/cm2 whether or not a Safety 
Program exists.   
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Safety Factors – Something to Chew On 

Tell, Halifax COMAR meeting, June 2011 
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IEEE C95.1-2005 Basic Restrictions 

These BRs are based on safety factors of 10 and 50 

Tell, Halifax COMAR meeting, June 2011 
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IEC 60601-2-33 SAR Limits Large Volume Exposure 

Tell, Halifax COMAR meeting, June 2011 
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IEC 60601-2-33 SAR Limits Local Volume Exposure 

Tell, Halifax COMAR meeting, June 2011 
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From: "Frese, Georg" <georg.frese@siemens.com> 
To: "Richard A. Tell" <rtell@radhaz.com> 
Date: Wed, 1 Jun 2011 10:41:51 +0200 
Subject: RE: IEC 60601-2-33 and IEEE TC95 
---------------------- 
SAR limits of 4 W/kg and 2 W/kg (normal mode) were introduced 
in 1995 (first edition of standard). 
 
As a matter of fact the SAR limits have a long history of safe use. 
They were introduced with the introduction of MRI. Within 30 
years of MR history there was no need to change the SAR limits. 
So our major argument is that more than 
1 000 000 000 000 patients have been safely examined with MR 
with the limit values as defined in the IEC 60601-2-33. 
 
Installed base of MR units ~30,000, assume 20 patients per day and 250 days per year for 30 years = 
4.5 billion! 

Georg Frese is Chairman of MT40 which is 
responsible for the IEC 60601-2-33 standard 

Tell, Halifax COMAR meeting, June 2011 
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